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Ran out of memory on this computer so had to edit this web from 3
megs way down to less than 1 meg. You can find the 3 meg file in
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos scroll down to date 9-5-
2019 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on
the 2019 Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-
1793855374 Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and
Gravity Engines in 2018 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on
Cover this link takes you to so you can zoom in and read the Secret
File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on

https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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Cover this link takes you to so you can zoom in and read the Secret
File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or
Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this
picture and save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read
all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here
for the Pdf version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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9-6-2019 In NYC, In Jefferson City Mo cops writing a ticket on the
side of the road today are rear ended bursting into flames. "In NYC Is
the N.Y.P.D. at War With Itself? The police commissioner says the
force has tried to rebuild trust since Eric Garner died after a
chokehold. The patrolmen’s union would rather pick a fight." By GINIA
BELLAFANTE Kerry in the Real World vs Yale students today reading
over the iPhone iDash Cam iTicket iCop in your car. Never pulled over
on the side of a Missouri 2 lane road with traffic going by at 70 mph
inches from your cop car... 

Amazon accidentally released Margaret Atwood’s top-secret new book...
on fire! 
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Amazon accidentally released Margaret Atwood’s top-secret new book...
on fire! 

9-6-2019 In NYC, In Jefferson City Mo cops writing a ticket on the
side of the road today are rear ended bursting into flames. "In NYC Is
the N.Y.P.D. at War With Itself? The police commissioner says the
force has tried to rebuild trust since Eric Garner died after a
chokehold. The patrolmen’s union would rather pick a fight." By GINIA
BELLAFANTE Kerry in the Real World vs Yale students today reading
over the iPhone iDash Cam iTicket iCop in your car. Never pulled over
on the side of a Missouri 2 lane road with traffic going by at 70 mph
inches from your cop car... 

9-6-2019 How is Apple Tim Cook going to feel when Greg + Wife's get
a 1 year 365 Day iPhone Battery after 1,001 1 Click Amazon links to
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this invention project with specs and genius tutors... Grin!! 

9-6-2019 In Africa, Pope Francis Comes Face to Face With 4 MD
Wife's would save 1,000,000 wife's and GF from being murdered by
the ex. And married to a MD would save his life from stroke and
cardiac arrest, alcoholism. 

9-6-2019 In Africa, Pope Francis Comes Face to Face With Hell for
not sending African Priest and Bishops to the Yale Key West Medical
School in 2011. As today they would be Elite MD's saving more lives
than non MD Priest and Bishops, Gods knows this to be true! 

9-6-2019 In Africa, Killings of women, More women are killed each
year in France than in Britain, the Netherlands, Italy or Spain. In
Western Europe, only Germany and Switzerland had more... 

9-6-2019 In Africa, and France; She was the 30th woman in France to
die this year at the hands of her partner, and more than 70 additional
women have been similarly killed since then. How mamy women were
killed this year 2019 by a Prince in Saudi Arabia? 
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9-6-2019 In Africa, In France, In London, In the USA, Man Allegedly
Murdered Missing Girlfriend, Then Rapped in Karaoke Bar About Killing,
Burying Her. A California man who allegedly rapped in a karaoke bar
about killing and burying a woman on the very day his girlfriend vanished
has been charged... 2 White men at 1984 HQ Rapped about their
'Social Engineering of Facebook not InventBook. 

9-6-2019 In Africa, Pope Francis Comes Face to Face With the Future
of the Church with NO Yale Key West Medical School, Hell Cuba has
more MD's than all of African and the Vatican combined. Pope at a
large African stadium not a Catholic Hospital. Mozambique at WHO at
the UN and no Vatican Alerts on deaths from so many African plagues
the Pope could have filled his 737 with 1,001 Rx. Did he, Hell No!
Seeing Francis would give the entire African church a shot in the arm
vaccination, a miracle Pope. The pope’s six-day visit to Africa, with
stops in Mozambique, Madagascar and Mauritius, is an opportunity for
him to come face to face with disease and no Rx in his cars. Gas for
the Pope's cars $4 a gallon. Some church officials said that Africa’s
receptiveness to Catholicism was increasing because government Oil and
Gas Riches, corruption that does not buy a Yale Key West Medical
School but African Army's. CIA could take over 'all' building 1,001
"West Point Medical School's" in Mozambique, Madagascar and
Mauritius. Starbucks Mac Computer Labs too, grin. Miracle Rx Pink
Latte for the women. Treasure Cay, on Great Abaco Island, were only
just starting on Thursday to come to terms with the scale of their loss,
loss of 1,001 Yale Key West Medical Schools by Oil Men Priest in
Africa. Treasure of a Medical School not a Casino. Florida built more
Casino's with Trump's help than Medical Schools too. Treasure Islands.
Oil Men community without power of art of the Diagnosis. 
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9-6-2019 Rats Have Ruled New York for 355 Years. Pope's have run
the Vatican for 355 years. Truman and Roosevelt should have built the
Yale Key West Medical School and 25 Hospital Ships in Key West,
RATS have ruled society for a long time. 

9-6-2019 Rats at Nissan, its Chief Hiroto Saikawa Confirms He Was
Improperly Overpaid by Prince Salman in Blood Money for killing the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR, well the 2019 Nissan WindmillCAR's Grin. $$$
Swiss have the money in a bank run by Jews. 

9-6-2019 Baghdad Traffic Circle Blackwater opened fire with Machine
guns in KIA's and Toyota's. Mr. Slough was jointly responsible for 13
of the deaths and 17 of the wounded, Mr. Liberty for eight of the
deaths and 11 of the wounded, and Mr. Heard for six of the deaths
and 11 of the wounded. The jury found that the chaotic hail of
machine-gun fire and grenades targeting civilians began when another
contractor, Nicholas A. Slatten, shot the driver of a white Kia without
provocation. Blackwater, which was then run by Erik Prince, a former
Navy SEAL officer and the brother of Betsy DeVos, the education
secretary. Betsy and Erik both knew about the 1980 - 2019 Ford
windmillCAR in the Pentagons garage. 

9-6-2019 Key West City Hall Greed $$$ caught from BP Oil Men in
KW. Metered parking will return to Smathers Beach and will be installed
on the streets around the Casa Marina Resort. Key West City
Commissioners on Wednesday approved Key West Disease! FORT
LAUDERDALE — A teen hanged himself in a Florida jail two months
after being cleared for release from a mental health hospital. Broward
Sheriff's officials say 17-year-old Sonny Rugani. For sale 17 year old
kids 2019 Ford WindmillCAR, not driven at all. Allah God is Great. 
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9-6-2019 Yale New Haven invented the Elite Medical School, grin.
“Chicago invented skyscrapers and we’re still building the tallest
buildings in the world, though they just may not be here,” Ms. Osmond
said, referring to the now-demolished Home Insurance Building, built in
1885 and considered to be the first modern skyscraper, and the Burj
Khalifa in Dubai, the tallest building in the world, completed in 2010,
also by Mr. Smith, then with the Chicago firm Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill. 

9-6-2019 In NYC, In Jefferson City Mo cops writing a ticket on the
side of the road today are rear ended bursting into flames. "In NYC Is
the N.Y.P.D. at War With Itself? The police commissioner says the
force has tried to rebuild trust since Eric Garner died after a
chokehold. The patrolmen’s union would rather pick a fight." By GINIA
BELLAFANTE Kerry in the Real World vs Yale students today reading
over the iPhone iDash Cam iTicket iCop in your car. Never pulled over
on the side of a Missouri 2 lane road with traffic going by at 70 mph
inches from your cop car... 

9-6-2019 Blackwater Machine Gun Men in front of the Judge... "The
Crown Prince’s Digital "Bone Saw and $777 Trillion in 'Blood Money'
Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia says he wants to bring his
country into the 21st century. What does that mean for Saudis’ 1984
Prince watching the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in the USA?" By Sarah
Aziza. 
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9-6-2019 Sarah read more women were murdered in France in 2018
and 2019 than England etc. Yet censored out how many women were
murdered in Saudi Arabia in 2018, 2019. Sarah Aziza (@SarahAziza1)
writes about gender, human rights and the Middle East. 

9-6-2019 Prince Mohamed is still far from achieving any Orwellian
ideal. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is public in our Orwellian World from
France to Sweden. 

9-6-2019 Epstein’s are in Saudi Arabia Taday and MIT is in Saudi
Arabia today - "Donations Create Schism at M.I.T.’s Revered Media
Lab" Both are public in our Orwellian World from France to Sweden. 

9-6-2019 Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia makes
no secret of his desire to transform his country. Jew Hero Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into his country will transform it into a
wasteland of poverty and gas engine Mercedes with No Palace to drive
to. 

9-6-2019 Saudi Arabia as a “global investment powerhouse thanks to
Israeli spyware” and “a gateway to the world and health care and travel
to the USA's elite Hospitals for VIP care ahead of Americans. 
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9-6-2019 Jews as a Exodus Gateway to 12 Trillion Galaxies and many
more Jewish Aliens. 

9-6-2019 1,001 Invention Projects ‘Polygamous Marriage Therapy,
iPhone Battery, Mac Book Pro Battery, 1 year 365 days charged up in a
few minutes. How to invent this starts with 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects and their specs with genius tutors... 

9-6-2019 In NYC, In Jefferson City Mo cops writing a ticket on the
side of the road today are rear ended bursting into flames. "In NYC Is
the N.Y.P.D. at War With Itself? The police commissioner says the
force has tried to rebuild trust since Eric Garner died after a
chokehold. The patrolmen’s union would rather pick a fight." By GINIA
BELLAFANTE Kerry in the Real World vs Yale students today reading
over the iPhone iDash Cam iTicket iCop in your car. Never pulled over
on the side of a Missouri 2 lane road with traffic going by at 70 mph
inches from your cop car... 

Amazon accidentally released Margaret Atwood’s top-secret new book...
on fire! 
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Amazon accidentally released Margaret Atwood’s top-secret new book...
on fire! 

9-5-2019 Trump Heads Into 2020 With No Clear Policy Agenda. But It
May Not Matter, Elements of the light bulbs LED's Trump just changed
with no clear light bulbs on Star Wars and Carrie Fishers causes of
death by Dr. Lisa Sanders. They read this web about Carrie Fisher
over and over and commented about her sudden death but no one at the
White House put on Trumps Agenda Dr. Lisa Sanders. Just for the
record, as trump might need Dr. Lisa Sanders diagnosis after his next
flight sleeping or exercising grin. Trump might need to meet his first
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Women MD a Yale Professor his first here too on AF 1 invite Dr. Lisa
to fly... higher and higher saving 1 million from the lifestyle of Carrie
Fisher!! 

Trump might need to add a treadmill desk to AF 1 after this Star Wars
Diagnosis. 

Agenda 1 million Treadmill Desk ordered by the White House money
taken from the Wall... ha $$$ 

9-5-2019 More than 200,000 customers were without power.
WindmillCAR plugged into their hurricane hit homes. Grin. Car plugged
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into the home when the lights go out. Agenda Power 1 Trillion Amps
Volts powering 1 of 200,000 without power via Ford ElectricWindmillCAR
in their garage or parked on the street as the wind is blowing and the
batter is being charged and the 200,000 have Power and Verizon and
Comcast in a Hurricane. This is what should have been on the Agenda of
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. CREDIT ERIC THAYER FOR THE NEW
YORK TIMES. Hurricane Dorian Updates: Warnings of 8-Foot Storm
Surge in Carolinas" "The Carolinas were being pounded by heavy rain,
strong winds and even some tornadoes. More than 200,000 customers
were without power." CREDIT ERIC THAYER FOR THE NEW YORK
TIMES had known about the Ford WindmillCAR's hurricane accessories
for years and years and censored this from his article on loss of power
Verizon Comcast for 200,000 today who should be reading this web and
watching the Hurricane out the windows. Grin. 

9-5-2019 4 Wife's Agenda is Censored!!!! Married to 4 Wife's he is not
going to be shooting up the town or getting fired. 1,000,000 others live
this same lifestyle given to them by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
Masterminds of 1 million shooting, women murdered like more in France
this year than England. Masterminds have been named, pointed out for
their murders caused by the traffic jam they created watching the
monitors. Justice Department arrest DC Lawyers like Gregory Craig not
the Masterminds who incite 1 million to murder via shooting or murder
the wife. Orwellian cops are not at HQ. 

1984 HQ is ‘Domestic Terrorist Organization’ Killers of more women
than all wars! 

9-5-2019 "Trouble for the Pentagon: The Troops Keep Packing On the
Pounds" By DAVE PHILIPPS Trump was sleeping not exercising on AF 1
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we all knew this. 

9-5-2019 Star Wars Diagnosis; Carrie Fisher did disappear from
Diagnosis series in the NY Times when everyone wanted to know how she
died after the 737 emergency. As so many CIA agents fly in her seat,
still no Diagnosis of how she died by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. 

9-5-2019 Cafe Starbucks iMac Serendipity on the Big Screen
Inventing... 
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9-5-2019 Big Screen!! In 1810, under Napoleon, the pyramid was
supplanted by a bronze nude of a French general, which stood for five
years until Napoleon’s defeat. 

9-5-2019 Win 10 defeated with iMac's with 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects. 
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9-5-2019 Greg + Wife's get a 1 year 365 Day MacBook Pro Battery
after 1,001 1 Click Amazon links to this invention project with specs
and genius tutors... Grin!! 

9-5-2019 Big Screen!! His successor, Louis XVIII, then commissioned
the sculptor François-Joseph Bosio to create the monument that now
dominates the square, completed at last in 1822: the Sun King imagined
for the new world, styled like a Roman emperor on horseback. 

9-5-2019 Cafe Starbucks iMac Serendipity on the Big Screen
Inventing... this is the New Starbucks Paris! Walk in... welcome, invent!

9-5-2019 Serendipity is 100's of iMac at every Starbucks World Wide
paid for by Disney at Galaxy's Edge to getting the edge on inventing
the gravity engine and Rx Recipe for breast cancer! Trash the Windows
10 Times, iMac Serendipity! 

9-5-2019 War Crimes Committed by Both Sides in Yemen, U.N. Panel
Says, they say So What!! 
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9-5-2019 On Plane to Africa, Pope Shrugs Off Art of the Diagnosis of
Carrie Fishers cause of death flying across the world. Pope on a plane
to the Yale Key West Medical School was shot down by the Vatican
Cardinals really the Pope Shrugs Off building the Yale Key West
Medical School that would save some African Patients well as many many
Cardinals from sudden deaths. 

9-5-2019 Pope Says It’s ‘an Honor That the Americans Attack Me’ En
route to Mozambique at the start of a six-day trip, Pope Francis called
it “an honor that the Americans attack me,” and seemed eager to
picture 25 Hospital Ships and 25 Trump Towers - The Yale Key West
Medical School bombed by Pope Francis on his way to Africa. 

9-5-2019 The sinner and the saint; Sinner Pope Francis, convicted by
testimony from Patients at the Yale Key West Medical School bombed
by the Vatican's F-35's on 3-4-2011 

9-5-2019 Get Vaccinated or Leave School: 26,000 N.Y. Children Face
a Choice, choice of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ is to give the
Children in Schools across the USA a Mac Book Pro at $5584 with 1
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects and genius tutors.
Bets at the Qatar Trump Casino $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ is they will spend
the Mac money on MIT War Toys. Kerry would say this is out in the
real world and I know these 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, grin. 
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9-5-2019 Cafe Starbucks iMac Serendipity vaccines in the drinking
water at Star Wars. 

9-5-2019 Cuba is the solution for NYC. 4 Jails in 5 Boroughs: The
$8.7 Billion Puzzle Over How to Close Rikers - ship them to Cuba! 

9-5-2019 Robert Kennedy Jr! Estranged Husband Disposed of Body of
Missing Mother of 5, Police Say" By MICHAEL GOLD Robert Kennedy
Jr. disposed of Mary's 5 kids at the Judge's Home while he hanged
Mary in the Kennedy Barn all in public view in our 1984 Society.
Jennifer Dulos’ body was in truck used by estranged husband, his
girlfriend says. Fotis Dulos, the estranged husband of missing
Connecticut mom Jennifer Dulos, kept her body inside a truck he was
borrowing, claims his girlfriend Michelle. Judge said the 5 kids love
playing at his home. 

9-5-2019 His Cat’s Death Left Him Heartbroken. So He Cloned It." By
SUI-LEE WEE 

9-5-2019 By Joseph DiVerdi. Dr. DiVerdi is a chemistry professor.
Recipe or Formula for all the inventions that use Liquid helium... 1,001
will be posted on Amazon 1 Click before Wall Street closes today, grin.
Our leaders should take steps to help alleviate the shortages and keep
America’s innovation train running right, NASA lost its 100 Car Super
Shuttle Challenger Train too. Our Leaders are into the Trains of War!
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Most helium is obtained through the process of extracting natural gas.
If lawmakers are serious about America’s future as a leader in science
and innovation, they will fix this Challenger 100 Car Super Shuttle Train
NASA is still waiting to arrive. Joseph DiVerdi is a chemistry professor
at Colorado State University. Would 1 Trillion Amps and Volts from the
Ford WindmillCAR's help extract helium from gas? What Star Wars
inventions use Liquid helium, search Amazon 1 Click for this not the NY
Times. 1 Click Amazon link to reinventing this... To create the liquid
and superfluid states, you cool down helium gas to a few degrees above
absolute zero. This is achieved by compressing the gas, and then
expelling it through a small nozzle. As the gas expands, it rapidly cools
(you’ll have noticed this effect if you’ve ever used an aerosol
deodorant). The process is repeated until the gas that rushes out of
the nozzle is cold enough to condense to a liquid, then if you repeat the
cycle a few more times the helium will become cold enough to turn to a
superfluid. In more recent decades, liquid helium has been used as a
cryogenic refrigerant, and liquid helium is produced commercially for use
in super conducting magnets such as those used in magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) Your MRI machine has a gallon of liquid Helium keeping
the magnetics cold -252 F. 

9-5-2019 1 Click Amazon links to every light bulb Edison made in the
lab, grin. Congress passed legislation in 2007 to phase out inefficient
incandescent and halogen bulbs. Trump Administration Rolls Back Rules
Requiring More Energy-Efficient Bulbs. One year later in October 1879
Edison successfully tested a filament that burned for 13.5 hours.
Continuing to improve his design, by November 1879, he filed for a
U.S. patent for an electric lamp using “a carbon filament or strip coiled
and connected … to platina contact wires”. 

9-5-2019 Edison tested a iPhone battery that lasted for 13 hours in
1879... Apple Battery Edison made 1,000 unsuccessful attempts at
inventing the light bulb. When a reporter asked, "How did it feel to fail
1,000 times like Apple's 10th try. ha... How is Apple Tim Cook going to
feel when Greg + Wife's get a 1 year 365 Day iPhone Battery after
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1,001 1 Click Amazon links to this invention project with specs and
genius tutors... Grin!! 

9-5-2019 $777 Trillion in Cash. What Was Iran Hiding in a Warehouse
in Turquz Abad? $777 Trillion in Cash. Can you believe Kerry has sent
pallets of Cash around the world and none to Starbucks for the Rx Pink
Latte. 

9-5-2019 

Starbucks Trucks need to be a double Decker Greyhound Bus, there will
be a fleet of these soon. 
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Starbucks Trucks need to be a double Decker Greyhound Bus, there will
be a fleet of these soon. 

9-4-2019 Saudi Arabia donations of blood money to UCLA, In Crunch
for College Admission, U.S.C. Tracks Applicants’ Ties to Big Donations"
By KATE TAYLOR Kate knows exactly how much Prince Salman donation
was... $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$. 

9-4-2019 Censored is; Married with 4 Wife's he is not going to be
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shooting up the town or getting fired. 1,000,000 others live this same
lifestyle given to them my 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who refuse to
make front page NY Times headlines with Married to 4 Women, legal
Polygamous Marriage in the USA and Paris. Why? Is the 84 Trillion
dollar question $$$. 

9-4-2019 Married with 4 Wife's he is not going to be shooting up the
town or getting fired. 1,000,000 others live this same lifestyle given to
them my 2 White Men at 1984 HQ "As Deaths Mount, France Tries to
Get Serious About Domestic Violence" By LAURE FOURQUET “Madame,
I am sorry,’’ the officer replied, according to Ms. Douib’s father, ‘‘but
his license cannot be taken away unless he points the gun at you.” He
did so 48 hours later, and fired twice, hitting Ms. Douib, 34, in her
chest and arms. “He killed me,” she said with her last breath, 1984
France with Total Oil War Crimes of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR known
by all French Police. Elite French Police who read this web know about
iPhone iDash Cam Caller ID iCop in your car iTickets. GPS Tracking of
his iPhone on a Google Map 24/7. Get Serious the French Elite let the
Church burn putting in the air 400 tons of lead and like Bush on 9/11
told them no need for a mask. This is like watching the life of Henry
VIII live streaming like those watching live streaming of Prince Salman
killing many many people. 

9-4-2019 She was the 30th woman in France to die this year at the
hands of her partner, and more than 70 additional women have been
similarly killed since then. How mamy women were killed this year 2019
by a Prince in Saudi Arabia? 1,001 the statistics are censored By
LAURE FOURQUET at the NY Times Paris. 

9-4-2019 Though it’s unclear what factors may be behind the killing of
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women world wide, the issue has drawn wider attention in France since
President Emmanuel Macron started using the term Bone Saw Culture at
the Qatar Trump Casino with lots of Diesel Mercedes and $777 Trillion
in Oil Money in Cash. Riches Beyond Belief. 

9-4-2019 Living in Paris had been his dream since Hemingway's Paris
Wife's inspired the World. Star Wars Women architectural resurrection
stretching over centuries and today over 12 Trillion Galaxies from your
Paris windows but no Win 10, trashed by the French for Mac OS and
Star Wars Paris Wife's that will go the light year distance to Sirius
with the French Jews. Place des Victories, victory over gas stations in
Paris in 1980 - victory over gas stations in Paris in 2019. Star Wars
Gravity Engine Cars were crashed by Macron's Elite inner circle. War
Crimes they say So What!! Paradise Lost inventions 1,001 of them in a
flash back Disney Movie for the Next Star Wars Movie. France under
Louis XIV and today France under Oil Men Kings. When the
Windmillcar's have been blowing since 1980 France. 

9-4-2019 In 1810, under Napoleon, the pyramid was supplanted by a
bronze nude of a French general, which stood for five years until
Napoleon’s defeat. His successor, Louis XVIII, then commissioned the
sculptor François-Joseph Bosio to create the monument that now
dominates the square, completed at last in 1822: the Sun King
reimagined for the new world, styled like a Roman emperor on
horseback. “People think it has always been there, that it’s original and
therefore more noble,” Marty says. “But it shows that culture is a fluid
thing. It builds on itself and never stands still.” 

9-4-2019 In 1810, in 2019 defeat of French Total Oil Company and its
$777 Trillion dollars, Franks, Inventor's Culture of Star Wars. French
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NASA rules Paris were French Total Oil Company rules today. 1,001 IP
invention projects with AI on 1 Click Amazon in Paris with specs and
genius tutors to build the first Gravity Engine successor of Napoleon
and Louis XVII and Henry VIII. 

9-4-2019 Cafe Starbucks iMac Serendipity! 

9-4-2019 Serendipity is 100's of iMac at every Starbucks World Wide
paid for by Disney at Galaxy's Edge to getting the edge on inventing
the gravity engine and Rx Recipe for breast cancer! Trash the Windows
10 Times, iMac Serendipity! 

9-4-2019 Star Wars with no women murdered in Paris since the fall of
Total Oil Company! 

9-4-2019 Rx Recipes for Breast Cancer Cure in Paris at Pasteur,
nothing is going on Today!! 

9-4-2019 Starbucks in Paris is Open... out of time, yet completely
contemporary without iMac at every cafe table as its out of Time with
CERN so close to Paris there is no God particle but Crude Oil Men at
work in Paris Today. Paris Cafe's of Hemingway's Paris Wife Elegantly
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Blends Past and Future of Starbucks Paris with iMac and Mac Book
Pro's 100's at the largest Starbucks and Paris Cafe's. This is Star
Wars 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out like Trump and Marcon
can't spell and whip up the Rx Memory Recipe, let alone Gravity Engine.
Paradise Lost Novel + Disney Star Wars Galaxy's Edge drive in the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

9-4-2019 Starbucks at Star Wars; Paris, the Place des Victories has
been remarkably transformed through the ages. Victory of 1,001 IP
invention projects and 1,001 Rx Recipes 1 Pink Latte at Paris Starbucks
costing Total Oil Company $7 Trillion leaving them $770 Trillion. 

9-4-2019 $777 Trillion military triumphs of Paris Oil men 1980 -
2019. Killings of women, More women are killed each year in France
than in Britain, the Netherlands, Italy or Spain. In Western Europe,
only Germany and Switzerland had more. These were all Military
Triumphs of French Generals and Oil Men. 

9-4-2019 More women are killed each year in France than in Britain,
the Netherlands, Italy or Spain. In Western Europe, only Germany and
Switzerland had more because Saudi Arabia bought Switzerland in
secret, grin. Forget Greenland Switzerland has skiing and Mountains to
climb. “Julie did everything by the book,” her father said. “As soon as
she found the courage to speak up, she reported the abuse,” he said.
“Julie had faith the justice system would prevail.” Married with 4
Wife's he is not going to be shooting up the town or getting fired.
1,000,000 others live this same lifestyle given to them my 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ. 
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9-4-2019 Censored is; Married with 4 Wife's he is not going to be
shooting up the town or getting fired. 1,000,000 others live this same
lifestyle given to them my 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who refuse to
make front page NY Times headlines with Married to 4 Women, legal
Polygamous Marriage in the USA and Paris. Why? Is the 84 Trillion
dollar question $$$. 

9-4-2019 Star Wars License Plates and Drivers License Rigged; Why
the Internet Thinks Cuomo Rigged N.Y.’s License Plate Contest. The
theory: Four choices featuring the Statue of Liberty would split the
vote, allowing the Cuomo Bridge design to prevail and the Cuomo Bridge
is his fathers bridge not to Star Wars but you drive over this bridge to
a gas station. NY Drivers driving over the Cuomo Bridge in a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR would not need a License Plate as the Ford would come
from the factory with a NY License Plate, Star Wars One. This Cuomo
is one of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

9-4-2019 Trump Obliterates Everything In 12 Trillion Galaxies and the
NY Times goes along with this frame of mind. Cruel Crude Oil War
Crimes 

9-4-2019 How can we use 12 Trillion Galaxies to save the Earth from
Trump Oil Company and Prince Salman's Bone Saw Culture... 
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9-4-2019 Habitat for Humanity Home Designed by Jimmy Carter just a
little smaller than this oil rig... built on land in Key West. Yale Key
West Medical School in Key West Campus. Mirror of this Oil Rig. 
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9-4-2019 Habitat for Humanity Home Designed by Jimmy Carter just a
little smaller than this oil rig will be built all over Key West for the
Hurricane not moved out to sea... 'SALT' the Damn Hurricane! 

9-3-2019 Married to 4 MD Wife's will have its insider information on
diagnosis, grin. 

9-3-2019 Married with 4 Wife's he is not going to be shooting up the
town or getting fired. 1,000,000 others live this same lifestyle given to
them my 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who shoot up Ford WindmillCAR's.
The man who sprayed gunfire across West Texas on Saturday lived a
kind of drifter’s life, fighting to stay employed amid workplace disputes
and clashes with the law. By SARAH MERVOSH, LUCINDA HOLT and
MANNY FERNANDEZ Sarah and these other journalists at the NY
times know this and censored it out of the article. Who censored the
cause and motive. Genius tutors with specs are not the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ. George Orwell the real persons are Contemptuous about
1,000,000 and another 4 billion. Natalie Miscolta-Cameron was charged
a $100 application fee and a $400 “processing fee” for her apartment
in Manhattan. Key West its the same and George Orwell is
contemptuous of all renters. This culture is obvious in our daily life with
so many look for a apt to rent. Many landlords are perplexed about
whether they can tell tenants no pets. Humanitarian Relief is a culture
with 4 wife's, cats and dogs. And an iMac Mac Book Pro Win 10 is the
blue screen of death that leads to shooting up the town. 
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9-3- 2019 “The Secrets We Kept” centers on Boris Pasternak’s novel
“Doctor Zhivago,” The secrets we keep today under the CIA is the Ford
WindmillCAR's and 1,001 accessories and spin off Miracle Cures via its
World Wide Victory over “Doctor Zhivago” Years later, Nikita
Khrushchev finally read it and expressed regret for that decision.
“Better late than never,” he wrote about this change of heart. Years
later than 1980 Jimmy Carter drove his wife around Georgia and
expressed regret for $4 gas on the 4th of July. ...Gas Station Owners
pull no punches in describing the stupidity and condescension of male gas
station owners who bought the gas station knowing about the Ford
WindmillCAR and its 1,001 accessories and Miracle Cures, Victory's for
the USA world wide. Women with breast cancer and the jerks who
order them around spending $7 Trillion on a Pink Manhattan Project,
year after year of building millions of new gas stations in China and
India. Conveying the women’s groupthink on spending $7 Trillion on a
Pink Manhattan project. Women with breast cancer found that a third
of those with health insurance had been referred to bill collectors;
among those without insurance, the number rose to 77 percent. $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues is what the Ruling Class has in mostly Swiss
Banks. Carlsbad Medical Center, in New Mexico, has filed nearly 3,000
lawsuits against breast cancer women. Carlsbad’s population has
ballooned in recent years with an influx of workers drilling and fracking
in the oil-rich Permian Basin. $777 Trillion in Oil revenues soon to be
$778 Trillion... a cancer called greed. 

9-3-2019 George Orwell's Fogy Bottoms will be shut down After All
this Pink Trillions spent on MIT War Toys. San Francisco FogCam Won’t
Be Shut Down After All. "The Deadly Toll of Air Pollution" By
NICHOLAS BAKALAR Fog of 1984 guys at HQ. Masterminds thinking of
creating a traffic jam watching all the traffic cameras. The Deadly Toll
of Bone Saw Men in the USA and Saudi Arabia. 
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9-3-2019 The next article by Nicholas Bakalar will be "The Deadly Toll
of Bone Saw Men World Wide!" "THE MOSQUITO - A Human History
of Our Deadliest Predator" By Timothy C. Winegard. "THE BONE SAW
MAD MEN - A History of Our Deadliest Predator with the Most famous
living in Rome, Now Saudi Arabia" NY Times And there’s a whole
chapter about the outré sex lives of Bone Saw Mad Men. 

9-3-2019 Mosquitoes are the deadliest animal on earth, and the
competition isn’t even close. Since 2000, they’ve killed an average of
almost two million people yearly, vastly more than snakes (50,000), dogs
(25,000), crocodiles (1,000), lions (100) and sharks (10) combined. In
fact, mosquito-borne diseases, especially malaria, have killed nearly
half of all 108 billion human beings who’ve ever lived. 

9-3-2019 Ford will have to put a Mosquito Zapper Accessory on every
Ford WindmillCAR that zaps 24/7. “the mosquito, as our deadliest
predator, drove the events of human history to create our present
reality.” Our Present Reality has been 'Driven' by Kerry and his inner
circle of friends at Yale-Harvard and in Saudi Arabia. Pink Breast
Cancer War was lost by Kerry. The True Story of the Renegade Oil
Riches at the Qatar Trump Casino and Spies Who would not cough up $7
Trillion to pay for the Pink Manhattan Project decades ago. 10 Years of
Pink Deaths not reported by the NY Times editors. 

9-3-2019 Ford WindmillCAR's will zap all the Bone Saw Prince's in
OPEC... 
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9-3-2019 Greed; Key West about the installation of parking meters
along the beach and behind the courthouse. Can I get that parking
pass? Hell, no. This is greed, pure and simple.” Worst is BP Oil paid for
City Hall Key West so rightly Parking should be free in Key West.
Parking in Key West will not be free, its $4 a hour now, until the Ford
WindmillCAR's can park for free to get the gas engine exhaust out of
Key West Air and kids DNA. 

9-3-2019 Key West Future hit by 150 m.p.h., storm surges as much as
15 feet above normal tide levels and devastating flooding from up to 30
inches of rain, Yale Key West Medical School's 20 Trump Towers will be
20 feet above tide surge. And a few floors will be a hurricane shelter. 
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9-3-2019 Brain cell known as an astrocyte, would you spend $1 Trillion
to dissect this brain cell at CERN. “The Secrets We Kept” centers on
Boris Pasternak’s novel “Doctor Zhivago,” Hemingway House Writing
Class Nobel Novel centers on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. Kindle Novel on
the brain cell astrocyte then a super computer simulation then CERN. 

9-3-2019 
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Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 I have written this Web every day this
year. I sit in Starbucks parking lot Again Today watching everyone
drive through and no coffee it's closed; 

I sit in Starbucks parking lot Again Today watching everyone drive
through and no coffee it's closed; 

105 miles off the coast of Florida, as of noon... 'SALT' the Damn
Hurricane! 1 mph 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 Noon little after Starbucks opened... Greg
Labors on for the Rx Recipe for Starbucks Pink Latte that cures breast
cancer in all stages in 8 days and will cost $7 Trillion crunching 4
trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets so we need the role of the CIA in
hacking the money and Rx Recipes for Los Alamos Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer
MD Yale. 
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Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 Your Tales of La Guardia Airport Hell 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 “The Rise of Skywalker,” set for release
Dec. 20, 2019. “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” Kerry would say 'Star
Wars' has been out in the Real World for Yale and Harvard alumni
thanks to the New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies Bush fail to consider
selling gasoline to the World instead of Windmill Fords. Carrie Fisher’s
death in late 2016 came after she completed filming for “The Last
Jedi.” But for “The Rise of Skywalker,” it posed a quandary. “You don’t
recast that part,” Abrams said in the interview with Colbert. “And you
don’t suddenly have her disappear.” Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa
Sanders on Carrie Fisher did disappear from Diagnosis series in the NY
Times when everyone wanted to know how she died after the 737
emergency. As so many CIA fly in her seat still no Diagnosis of how she
died by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 Labor on Your Tales of Hell for your Labors
in Life on Earth in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies minus one Gravity
Engine Car and Jewish Aliens when you write this Nobel Novel in your
head... grin. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 U.S. Officials at Odds Over C.I.A.’s Role
in Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to confiscate $777 Trillion from
the Bone Saw Prince Salman and his work crew, grin $$$. 
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Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 “The liberal studies curriculum is a failure,”
Tung Chee-hwa, a former leader of Hong Kong, who had built 1 million
gas stations in Hong Kong. ElectricWindmillCAR curriculum is not taught
in Hong Kong if it was it would be a Winner, Victory for Hong Kong and
China. So who made up this curriculum? Xi Jinping, the country’s
authoritarian leader, the party has ramped up patriotic education on the
mainland, helping shape one of the most nationalistic generations of
youth that the country has seen in years. Xi's Medical Education would
have given China youth 1,001 Nobels in Medicine in the next decade.
WHO at the UN is brain dead for not convincing Xi to go with Medical
Education. Xi should send in a Army of MD's to take over the
University not a Army. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 Texas Shooting and Oil Brings New Urgency
to WAR Debate as these 8 dead make the front page of the NY Times
on Labor Day not the 8 Pink Dead today. These 2 White men are at
1984 HQ in Texas!! 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 Labor of War on Labor day all kids of
Wars but Star Wars to Make first Contact with life at another Star.
Alien Life and Exodus War by the Jews to hear the 12 trillion Jewish
Aliens at Sirius. In Poland, Where History Is a Weapon, Leaders
Commemorate World War II not with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR this
will be to Commemorate the Bone Saw Labors of Prince Salman. Royal
Wars for $ 777 Trillion this is why the Labor Day 2019 is not
celebrated in NYC Wall Street today. Moslems have the riches beyond
belief from the Labors who bought $4 gas on the 4th of July in Miami,
Cuba. Italy’s Politics Go to the Beach Oil Built with lots of Labor and
money. Pope Francis was stuck in a broken Vatican elevator yesterday.
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There are no broken elevators in Mecca all are new Labors of Elevator
Technicians world wide. Who is going to Elevate this Elevator
Technicians, Ford Labors on the assembly line of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. And the Labors of 1 Click Amazon links and specs for
1,001 IP invention projects many for Elevators in buildings and
Elevators of people. A 1984 Book written the Alien Way not the British
copy of 1984. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 Labor of which 1984 Edition is this from
todays NY Times; "Every senator, virtually every congressman and every
mayor of every large city has a powerful hospital system in his or her
district. And those hospitals are as politically untouchable as soybean
growers in Iowa or oil producers in Texas. Peanut in Georgia. Censored
by all these Senators is the statistics of hospital acquired infections
and Hospital Police as Doctors only wash their hands if someone is
watching, the NY Times wrote this article years ago. Arrest them for
spreading deadly staff, ecoli, etc. Labors of extravagance that is not
for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year as iMac and Mac Book Pro's are
not in a Starbucks Hospital Mac Computer Lab with genius tutors who
are MD's looking for a Wife and a Nobel in Medicine to go along with
her. Extravagance unseemly for these nonprofit medical centers to make
barrels of money. So when their operations generate huge surpluses —
as many big medical centers do UCLA Kaiser — they plow the money
back into the system. They build another cancer clinic not a iMac
Computer Lab with genius tutors to get a Rx Recipe to cure cancer and
diseases. By Elisabeth Rosenithal, a former New York Times
correspondent, is the editor in chief of Kaiser Health News. Nobel in
Medicine is what we need on Labor Day as there are 8,600 Cuban MD's
in Sweden at the Kings Palace working on a Nobel in Medicine in the
iMac Computer Lab with Starbucks coffee open not closed today. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 Weight-Loss Surgery May Reduce Heart
Risks in People With Type 2 Diabetes. 
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Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 Weight loss on the TreadmillDesk - 1
million of them everywhere like 100 million Mac Book Pro's in every
Starbucks World Wide. Culture with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors to chat with. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 U.S. Officials at Odds Over C.I.A.’s Role
in Afghanistan White House advisers want to expand the C.I.A.’s
presence as troops leave Afghanistan, but the agency’s director and
others expressed reservations. The disagreement keep secret from
those reading this article the fate of the 2019 Ford WindmillCar and
cross country drives on route 66. In Afghanistan and the USA. Route
66 drivers will all be CIA returning and many will buy a 2019 Ford
WindmillRV to drive route 66. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 "To Start Afghan Withdrawal, U.S. Would
Pull 5,400 Troops in 135 Days" The New York Times 3 hours ago. Few
hours from now US would announce 540,000 Ford WindmillCAR's built in
secret will hit the streets of the USA in a Show of Force the World
will realize this is the secret weapon kept in secret that would have won
the wars decades ago. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 "Shooting Spree in West Texas Terrorized
Two Towns and Killed 8" this really has to do with the Labor of Love of
Driving in Texas but not in a gas engine car but 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. ODESSA, Tex. — The 36-year-old man who terrorized
two West Texas towns with an assault-style rifle Saturday had been
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fired from his trucking job a few hours before he led the authorities on
a chaotic high-speed chase that ended with his death and the deaths of
seven others. a wrecked postal van the gunman had hijacked. The
authorities initially refused to name the gunman on Sunday, wanting not
to give him “any notoriety for what he did,” said Michael Gerke, the
police chief of Odessa. But they later issued a statement identifying
the gunman as Seth A. Ator, of Odessa. The gunman sped away from
the state troopers who had tried to pull him over, and then hijacked a
United States Postal Service van, killed its driver, and began firing at
people randomly as he drove. The Postal Inspection Service said Ms.
Granados was a letter carrier, that it was “shocked and saddened” at
her death, and that it was working closely with other agencies on the
investigation. Working with the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ would be
better Labor! 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 The boat was a 75-foot scuba diving vessel
named “Conception.” ‘Engulfed in Flames’ passengers were believed to be
asleep below deck. 75 drivers in gas engine cars fell asleep driving over
this Labor Day Weekend and another 75 had a fiery wreck. Cure for
this is not part of Journalism. Labor writing and not leaving out the
drivers who fall asleep, many pass out drunk. Cure for this is no
Brainard of course! Should Labor be passion or Duty. 

Labor Day Today 9-2-2019 “The Rise of Skywalker,” set for release
Dec. 20, 2019. “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” Kerry would say 'Star
Wars' has been out in the Real World for Yale and Harvard alumni
thanks to the New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies Bush fail to consider
selling gasoline to the World instead of Windmill Fords. Carrie Fisher’s
death in late 2016 came after she completed filming for “The Last
Jedi.” But for “The Rise of Skywalker,” it posed a quandary. “You don’t
recast that part,” Abrams said in the interview with Colbert. “And you
don’t suddenly have her disappear.” Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa
Sanders on Carrie Fisher did disappear from Diagnosis series in the NY
Times when everyone wanted to know how she died after the 737
emergency. As so many CIA fly in her seat still no Diagnosis of how she
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died by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. 

9-1-2019 I have written this Web every day this year. I sit in
Starbucks parking lot watching everyone drive through and no coffee
it's closed; long line of cars no windmillcars ha No coffee. Same as
everyone pulls up parks reads this sign ha. 

9-1-2019 So Greg wrote and made a Labor Day movie of Inventors at
Amazon 1 Click. 'SALT The Damn Hurricane! Powerful depiction of unity
against strikebreaking tactics that put Win 10 in the morgue and give
us iMac's and Mac Book Pro along with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001
Movies about IP invention projects for invention and Inventors on Labor
Day 2020 as Starbucks will be open for the Next Hurricane in Key
West and movies will be day long about Edison and other Inventors
labor. You don't want to know Julia Baird wrote for the Times on her
Labor Day. 

9-1-2019 Labor Day Almost Starbucks Closed picture in Key West.
This picture is on Trumps mind and the minds of the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ. Greg's mind sitting in the Starbucks parking lot is what 1
Click IP invention projects should have been written on this web if
Starbucks were open in the non-hurricane today. Sooner or later the 2
White Men at 1984 HQ will make contact with Greg in Key West...
Greg Wait's to Labor on 1,001 IP invention projects with 4 MD Wife's
all spelled out on Starbucks Web page, on Amazon Web page, grin. 
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9-1-2019 For Starbucks Key West Forecasters, Hurricane Dorian Has
Already Been a Handful 

9-1-2019 WindmillCAR's in Gambia. Searing testimony from victims.
Shocking confessions from killers. A popular live stream of an
investigation into years of atrocities prompts a nation to consider if the
truth will lead to justice. By JULIE TURKEWITZ This is Jimmy Carter
in the USA, confession on the Labor of $4 Gas on the 4th of July.
Murders via fiery car wrecks. Years of atrocities by Bone Saw Labor
from Saudi Arabia in the USA. 

9-1-2019 After being tortured by 100's of MD's via Chemo Poison
Radiation Surgery - ‘I Am on My Way to Being Very Well,’ Justice
Ginsburg Tells Thousands of Fans. Sorry Justice for the Cancer War
victims of Baghdad and Vietnam Wars there is no Rx Recipes to cure
cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Cancer Latte at Starbucks.
This is the Aftermath of Pentagon Wars cost they don't want the
Supreme Court to Rule On. Justice Ginsburg Tells Thousands they killed
million in the War on Cancer. Prince Harry and Salman's Labor is War
not MD Labor but for cutting in front of the line on transplants and VIP
hospital care. A new bussing plan by the Supreme Court that will not
pass the Mac Book Air Ride School Bus that parks in the kids
neighborhoods and is open 24/7. Time in the class room will go off the
charts with this school bus but none will be Lawyers, most will be MD's.
Lawyers failure to cure cancer will close most of the Law Schools in the
USA and world wide. When MD's drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to
Victory. 
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9-1-2019 How to Organize a Navy that has 20 or say 200 Hospital
Ships and as many Fishing Ships. Don't feed them peanuts from Jimmy
Carter building wooden housed. Wooden Navy Ships are not for our
Times. Unless you are Prince Salman or Harry with money to burn, oil
money. 

9-1-2019 Lifetime of Labor raising money for the Carter Center.
Jimmy Carters $700 million from Cheveron, Exxon, Mobil. $$$ Former
President Omar al-Bashir, questioned in court for the first time, said
he had received tens of millions of dollars from the Saudi crown prince.
100's besides these 2 also got $10 of millions from Oil and Gas
Ventures. The WindmillCAR was known by all these men who took
millions in oil and gas money. A War Crime. 

9-1-2019 A Rare Greenshank Is Spotted in Russia. It is the first time
in more than four decades that researchers have had an opportunity to
study the endangered shorebirds. 

9-1-2019 9 Movies About Work to Watch This Labor Day - Edison is
not one of these movies. I don't even have to open the NY Times
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article as the Journalists mindset and culture today would never ever
pink an Edison movie to watch on labor day. These Journalists are going
to be electrocuted for their culture, choice of 9 movies. OK Should I
open the article and tell you their choice of 9 Movies? ‘Support the
Girls’ at Hooters (2018) 'Starbucks' 2019 ‘The Organizer’ (1963)
“Norma Rae,” “Night Shift” (two guys run a prostitution ring out of a
morgue), but its stars, Henry Winkler and Michael Keaton and NY Times
Office “Support the Girls” are among the picks of The Times’s critics,
writers and editors. 'SALT' powerful depiction of unity against
strikebreaking tactics that put Win 10 in the morgue and give us iMac's
and Mac Book Pro along with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Movies
about IP invention projects for invention and Inventors on Labor Day
2020. 

9-1-2019 

9-1-2019 Labor Day Struggle to Navigate 'Gas + Oil' Uncertainty of
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's labor in the USA to make $777 Trillion
now in Mecca's Banks. $$$ Riches beyond belief just go a Google
Search of Mecca Images. 

8-31-2019 Olive oil should be poured lavishly and used up quickly.
Experts say that freshness, more than color or price or place of origin,
determines its quality. United States Department of Agriculture does
not require any date labeling for olive oil, even a “best by” or “sell by”
date. The best way to ensure you are buying fresh oil is simply to find
a brand with date-labeling that you trust, and stick with it. Or do a 1
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Click Amazon for specs and genius tutors on a stale olive oil litmus test
sticker on the side of the bottle invention. Diagnosis of Olive Oil in the
super computer and your anatomy links on their web page too. 

777 Trillion Shrimp served for Labor Day 2020 link on 1 Click Amazon
IP invention projects. 

8-31-2019 Labor Day; Once, they co-wrote academic papers, discussed
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the new Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. 

8-31-2019 Labor of Love; Nobel in building the Gravity Engine Ford,
how will we discover it's elements. Reading 'Animal Farm' again getting
to the Windmill on the Farm chapter or some 1 Click Amazon link we
talked about time and time again like super conductivity? Rx Never
Forget Perfume and the Gravity Engine Elements. 4 MD Wife's front
Page NY Times, grin. When Greg gets married to 4 MD Women at the
Hemingway House. Wedding gift is the Yale Key West Medical School. 

8-31-2019 Mar-a-Lago, his Palm Beach, Fla., resort had broken a
cardinal rule in discussing the president’s White House Trump Tower and
now the Mar-a-Lago Trump Tower 88 stories next to them. Cardinal Sin
is no Vatican Orders to build 88 Story Towers around the world. Mecca
religious leaders built 40,000 for Moslems. Family housing with iMac,
Mac Book Pro's, Treadmill Desk, 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP with
specs and genius tutors. Cardinal Sin. 

8-31-2019 No more sitting alone with 4 MD Wife's; 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a year not just one like not just one MD wife. 

8-31-2019 Trump with 4 Wife's in a executive order, no MD Women
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though. Why Not. Trump’s Personal Assistant, Madeleine Westerhout,
Shared Intimate Details of First Family. Mr. Trump said Friday that
his Ms. Westerhout had been drinking when she “said things about my
children” to reporters, comments he called “a little bit hurtful.” 

8-31-2019 "U.S. Imposes Sanctions on Wandering Iranian Oil Tanker"
By ALAN RAPPEPORT and DANIEL VICTOR 

8-31-2019 "U.S. Imposes Sanctions on 20 Wandering Yale Key West
Medical School Hospital Ships, WHO will testify this was a War Crime
by Trump, 20 Hospital Ships." By ALAN RAPPEPORT and DANIEL
VICTOR 

8-31-2019 Tensions Over Kashmir Rise but India Says No Plans for
War, or War on Pink Cancers World Wide... Pink Caste System in
India. 

8-31-2019 Before Hurricane Dorian’s Arrival Comes a Question: Stay
or Exodus is the Question. Do we on Earth stay with Oil or change to
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Exodus to Sirius? Hurricane's and
Tornados can be moved out to sea or way high above ground. 

8-31-2019 Trump's no more talks on Tobacco Sanctions either; North
Korea Says Hope of More U.S. Talks Is ‘Disappearing’. Hope of a
Tobacco Free USA is Disappearing over $$$ Oil Money and now Tobacco
Money. A Cardinal Sin as Pope Francis should have put Vatican sanctions
on Tobacco decades ago as millions of Catholics died from lung cancer,
most in Rome. 
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8-31-2019 In a Tweet Taunting Iran, Trump Releases an Image
Thought to Be Classified; Iran released a Taunting Picture of $777
Trillion in cash... Iran Oil Tankers loaded 10 story's high with USD
Cash on the high sea's of riches beyond belief. Jews want all this Cash!!
And the Jews though Trump was a friend, friend who does not give
them $777 Trillion in Cash in Iran Today. 

8-31-2019 Yes your Children should get paid for reading all Hemingway
Novels and bio's. No, Your Kid Shouldn't’t Get a Gold Star for Reading.
To raise a lifelong literature lover, make it fun, not work." By PAMELA
PAUL Paul doesn't write at the Wall Street Journal on good investments
by parents. If he did and had read all of Hemingway's Nobel Novels...
he would have urged Parents to pay the Children for reading. And
looking for Windmill invention spinoffs in 'Animal Farm.' 

8-31-2019 Southernmost Point and in front of the cosmetic shops.
Hawking is hawking and it is illegal. Point is Alpha Centauri. Cuba is 90
Miles. Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years and a better trip than going to
Cuba so lets build the USS NASA. Hawking this name just might get
the Point across we are not alone in the Universe. 

8-31-2019 "Then came a life-changing diagnosis of vascular dementia."
Cause of vascular dementia is War. Sanctions on Iran Oil Tankers and
the bombing of the Yale Key West Medical School in Key West on 3-4-
2011. By Lynda Elizabeth Jeffrey. "I remember clearly who Curt Plott
was: a young captain in the Marines; a Ph.D. in education at age 28;
assistant executive director of the California Teachers Association;
president of the Illinois Education Association; head of Johns Hopkins
Medical Institution’s human resource department; and for the last 18
years of his professional life, chief executive of the American Society
for Training and Development, now known as Association for Talent
Development. For decades, my husband was known as a brilliant and
dynamic leader." Scam by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who put
sanctions on your 2019 Ford WindmillCar and 1,001 Rx Miracle Cure
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Spin offs like Salk II would have given Humanity. Yes a cure for Pink
Cancer too so don't feel to bad learning this Liz as you don't have
breast cancer. Vascular dementia is not a War they want to hear
about. Brain Cancer Cure is a Moon Shot not a $7 Trillion dollar
Manhattan Project. 

8-31-2019 "30 years of murder rates by the FBI. The Missing
Numbers in Preventing Murders, is the number of Ford WindmillCar's
coming off the Ford Assembly line..." 

8-31-2019 Labor Day at the Regal Theaters; get paid to watch movies
if you are willing to do the labor building Miracle Inventions. 9 Movies
to watch as this is a 16 hour double shift. Star Dust added to
concrete. And Styrofoam cups that are recyclable. ‘Eureka Day Labor’
Day Labor Office waiting for hours for a Job Call holding a STOP and
SLOW sign at a black top paving intersection. Movie about back top
paving the streets vs concrete mixed with Star Dust. NY Times; Our
Best Labor Day Recipes: Ribs, Potato Salad, and More. I don't think
so, NY Times best front page recipes for Labor Day 2019 would be the
Rx Recipe for the Pink Perfume and Rx Recipe for Starbucks Pink Latte
that cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 days. NY Times is now
willing or able to go against these Rx Recipe censors at 1984 HQ. How
to Manage Your Mental Illness at Work @ the NY Times. In Smarter
Living Section. Utopia, Abandoned is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Love
connected by driving a Ford-Windmillcar. As this Model Ford will drive
you to the Yale Key West Medical School and your wedding with 4 MD
Wife's at the Hemingway House Writing Class, on Labor Day 2019.
1,001 Nobel Novels with a Invention Character in every chapter. Edison
II and of course Salk II. 

8-31-2019 Olive oil should be poured lavishly and used up quickly.
Experts say that freshness, more than color or price or place of origin,
determines its quality. United States Department of Agriculture does
not require any date labeling for olive oil, even a “best by” or “sell by”
date. The best way to ensure you are buying fresh oil is simply to find
a brand with date-labeling that you trust, and stick with it. Or do a 1
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Click Amazon for specs and genius tutors on a stale olive oil litmus test
sticker on the side of the bottle invention. Diagnosis of Olive Oil in the
super computer and your anatomy links on their web page too. 

777 Trillion Shrimp served for Labor Day 2020 link on 1 Click Amazon
IP invention projects. 

Library Treadmills and Starbucks in the Harvard Libraries with delivery
24/7. 

8-30-2019 Labor of Love; Nobel in building the Gravity Engine Ford,
how will we discover it's elements. Reading 'Animal Farm' again getting
to the Windmill on the Farm chapter or some 1 Click Amazon link we
talked about time and time again like super conductivity? Rx Never
Forget Perfume and the Gravity Engine Elements. 4 MD Wife's front
Page NY Times, grin. When Greg gets married to 4 MD Women at the
Hemingway House. Wedding gift is the Yale Key West Medical School. 

8-30-2019 No more sitting alone with 4 MD Wife's; 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a year not just one like not just one MD wife. 

8-30-2019 Labor of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ; Pieces of the Chevron
Tengiz Oil expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships built for the project.
20 Hospital Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard Faculty. 
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8-30-2019 This Labor Day, Bonfire Workers in a Fiery Wreck, we
Consider all those Top Brass performers and others who work days,
nights and weekends to enrich you with Oil and Gas in Texas and Saudi
Arabia. Putin in Moscow. Labor Day the real one Kerry would say drives
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a Windfall of Riches for the Workers who
will be on a Ford assembly line 16 hours a day 7 days a wee for the
first year. Ford this time will give a bonus of 1 Ford WindmillCAR to all
assembly line workers not taxed by the IRS as income, grin. Trump;
Then he sent for an admiral, who came in resplendent in white and gold
and blue, a gorgeous creature who made me feel like a drab peahen...
Yes the Admiral was drunk as a Arab Oil Rig Worker. Abstract
Workers are at NASA without much to do as the 100 Car Super
Shuttle Train is only a Canada Oil Train of 100 Tanker Cars on this
Labor Day. If the crash, a 100 Car Train (burning to death 47 in
homes along the tracks) a few years ago would have changed Canada Oil
and Gas Politics NASA would have its 100 Car Super Shuttle Train
today. 

8-30-2019 FBI raids home of UAW president. Federal agents United
Automobile Workers arrested for building 'gas engine' Cars. Cop Cars
on the side of the road writing a ticket rear ended bursting into
flames, Bush censored these pictures like Officer Jason from the front
page picture in the NY Times for a decade... 

8-30-2019 No more sitting at your desk for the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ, grin! FDA and DA "Hospitals Should Replace Infection-Prone
Scopes With Safer Models, F.D.A. Says" "Reusable duodenoscopes,
used for internal examinations of patients, have been linked to a series
of hospital outbreaks." 1 million infections from one patient to another,
while the 2 White Men sit at their desk at 1984 HQ. A War Crime!
InventBook and 1 Trillion Amps Volts from the 2019 WindmillCAR, 1
Click Amazon links to IP invention projects to stop all 1 million hospital
acquired infects in 2019 is not a priority of the 2 White Men at 1984
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HQ and to spend $1 Trillion on this is not authorized by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff Generals. 

8-30-2019 NY Times needs to get Dr. Lisa Sanders MD to write a Art
of the Diagnosis on the duodenoscopes. 

8-30-2019 She lay on the floor a long time. Her only movement was
from the hiccups that had become her sometime companion since all this
started. Her phone rang. It was a friend who had planned to visit.
Instead, the friend came and took her to the E.R. at Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center in West Hollywood. 

8-30-2019 A Replay of this Bad Experience; She lay on the floor a
long time - she had to rush to the bathroom to vomit. She made a
half-dozen more trips that day. Her throat was on fire, and she felt as
if she had the worst case of heartburn. A Replay of this Bad
Experience; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5... A Replay of this Bad Experience; she
became terrified as no MD or Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in West
Hollywood could cure her! She’d seen many, many doctors in New York
City!! She still lost 40 pounds! Her speech was slightly slurred. Her s’s
sounded more like sh’s. “I see two of you,” the patient told him when
he examined her again. For the last few days, she’d been seeing two of
everything. Covering either eye, she could see normally. This changed
everything... patient’s problem was in her brain. The weakness in her
tongue should have lit a light in the MD diagnosis brain. And once a
problem is configured a certain way in a doctor’s brain, it can be hard
to reconfigure it. A Brain Problem for both MD and patient. M.R.I.
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showed that the brain was normal and that there was no tumor
compressing the patient’s brainstem. But there was a single lesion. It
was a stripe of bright white indicating brain injury, and it ran down the
lower half of the brainstem to the top of the spinal cord. 

8-30-2019 It took two weeks to get the antibody test back; it was
positive. The patient had NMO. This unusual disorder, first described a
century ago, is now understood to be caused when the immune system
mistakenly attacks a type of brain cell known as an astrocyte, which is
found primarily in the optic nerve, the brainstem and spinal cord. It can
be a devastatingly destructive disease if not treated. 

8-30-2019 She had an unusual autoimmune disorder called neuromyelitis
optica (NMO). NMO. This unusual disorder, first described a century
ago, is now understood to be caused when the immune system mistakenly
attacks a type of brain cell known as an astrocyte, which is found
primarily in the optic nerve. 

8-30-2019 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Art of the Diagnosis would
have saved this women 100 MD visits and years of torture. E.R. at
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in West Hollywood Dr. Grant and neurology
service. Dr. Steven Sykes. Both have a 1 Click Amazon link with specs
and genius tutors, them selves, grin. Next Day Diagnosis and Rx
treatments. 
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8-30-2019 More 1 Click Amazon links. Immunosuppressants discovery
between 1990-2000 • Tacrolimus (Prograf?) • Mycophenolate Mofetil
(Cellcept ?) • Basiliximab (Simulect ?) • Cyclosporine Microemulsion
(Neoral ?) • Daclizumab (Zenapax ?) • Rabbit Antithymocyte globulin
(Thymoglobulin ?) • Sirolimus (Rapamune ?) 6 

8-30-2019 1 Click Amazon links to all these Rx Recipes...
Immunosuppressants discovery between 1990-2000. 

8-30-2019 At the moment, only two duodenoscopes with disposable
parts are available, one made by Pentax Medical and one by Fujifilm. 

8-30-2019 AT WAR "Afghan War Casualty Report: Aug. 23-29 At
least 49 pro-government forces and 21 civilians were killed in
Afghanistan during the past week." By FAHIM ABED 

8-30-2019 At Pink Breast Cancer WAR "Pink War on Breast Cancer
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Causality Report: Aug. 23-29. At Least 1,001 USA women died a
tortured death and were refused a Pink Grave at Arlington. World Wide
in London and Paris 100,000 Pink dead, tortured by their governments
with troops in Afghanistan Baghdad. during the past week." By FAHIM
ABED 

8-30-2019 Rx Pink Recipes at Starbucks Pink Latte; Big Pharma Is
Starting to Pay for the Opioid Crisis. Make Those Payments Count...
Make the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. NY Times just
can't get the story correct. 

8-30-2019 1 Billion People in India and 0 Ford WindmillCARs delivery
App - NY Times!! No this story on India; "India’s Restaurants Rebel
Against Food Delivery Apps" Frustrated by the steep commissions and
discounts that apps like Zomato and Uber Eats push on restaurants,
thousands have started a movement to #Logout from them. By VINDU
GOEL and AYESHA VENKATARAMAN Frustrated by Vindu and Ayesha
Ford waits to drive them to Journalists war crimes trial Apps, grin. 

8-30-2019 Labor of Love story in the NY Times gone wrong in so many
art of the Diagnosis ways. They all died at the end of her story
without inventing Polygamous marriage for Harvard Professors attracted
to 1 billion young chinese women in the USA and didn't brainstorm a
cure for the Professor losing his mind. All was sex and money. Chin
built 1 million gas stations as they were living at Harvard, Yale, Oxford
were ever the Campus was. How many were there. Harvard has the
stats not the NY Times article. Was he a Casanova fueled by lust, or
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was theirs a gradual kinship, sparked by a shared fascination with high-
Tc superconductivity? Who made the first move? He was 60 she was 30
in the front row of his physics lecture. 

8-30-2019 

No more sitting at your Desk at the CIA or FBI this is your New Desk
and it comes with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects
with specs and genius tutors on your 82" HDD monitors. $$$ $777
Trillion is a lot of money, grin. Mecca has it all today. 

Gas that fuels sex flows through Harvard and Yale today and can be
turned off by the Harvard Faculty. As Kerry would say out in the Real
World. 

8-29-2019 Pieces of the Cheveron Tengiz Oil expansion arrive on a
fleet of 20 ships built for the project. 20 Hospital Ships ordered NOT
ordered by the Harvard Faculty. 

8-29-2019 20 Hospital Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard
Faculty. Pieces of the Tengiz expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships
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built for the project. A Windswept Plain, a Sea of Oil and a Mountain
of Money A Chevron-led joint venture among several energy companies
is spending billions of dollars in Kazakhstan to expand an oil field
remarkable for its longevity, promise and risk. Pieces of the Tengiz Oil
expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships built for the project. 20
Hospital Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard Faculty. 

8-29-2019 AI Red Light Cameras; The number of people killed by
drivers running red lights has hit a 10-year high, and AAA is urging
drivers and pedestrians to use caution at traffic signals. In 2017, the
latest figures available, 939 people were killed by vehicles blowing
through red lights, according to a AAA study of government crash data.
It's the highest death toll since 2008. 

8-29-2019 F-35 Radar on all Cars and Roads; since before 2008... ha!!

8-29-2019 FBI; For almost 180 agencies reporting data to the F.B.I.
in 2015, 2016 and 2017, there was no connection between percent
change in murder clearance rate and percent change in murders. 
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8-29-2019 FBI; iPhone iDash Cam iCop iTicket in your car. Never
pulled over as iCops are in your car like F-35 Radar and the GPS Google
Map tracking your day and life. Every red light you pass tracks your
GPS iPhone. This would have changed the murder rate of wife's and
VFW Drunken DUI road kills and fiery wrecks. The Washington Post
reviewed almost 55,000 murders in America’s largest cities over the
last decade. 555,000 traffic accident deaths without AI Red Light
Cameras, F-35 Radar on all Cars. iPhone iDash Cam iCop iTickets in
your car. Cheveron-Exxon-Mobil and Saudi Oil Company murdered their
USA inventions, and there are 1 million pages marked Secret about this
at the FBI and Los Alamos. Forgot the iPhone caller ID gives her all
Trumps Background info when he calls... Star Wars Caller ID, Syphilis,
HIV, arrest... ran 101 red lights. 

8-29-2019 Von Hevesy and Rona’s findings were important for other
scientists... Rx Recipe's Pink. 

8-29-2019 Rona was one of those who learned to prepare the polonium,
which made her in demand by high-profile labs. 

8-29-2019 Rona traveled to Paris to work on making concentrated
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polonium sources alongside Irene Joliot-Curie, Marie Curie’s daughter.
Rona’s polonium went on to be used in numerous experiments. 

8-29-2019 Rx Recipes to be used in numerous Starbucks Latte's, grin! 

8-29-2019 Rona outlived many of her colleagues, who died prematurely
of ailments related to radiation exposure. She was always careful,
buying a protective gas mask for herself when her supervisor declined
to, and survived at least two lab explosions. 

8-29-2019 9/11 workers told by Bush and the Mayor of NYC no need
to wear a mask all died a tortured death from cancers. 

8-29-2019 Rona She died on July 27, 1981. She was 91. A 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR was in Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation Warehouse on July
27, 1981. 
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8-29-2019 Von Hevesy and Rona’s findings were important for other
scientists, but the tracers, for which von Hevesy eventually won the
Nobel Prize, turned out to have even broader uses: For decades now,
doctors have injected radioactive tracers into patients to aid in
diagnosing conditions like cancer and heart disease. 

8-29-2019 Wang Guodong, Who Painted Mao Year After Year, Dies at
88. He received one of China’s highest — and most intimidating —
honors: responsibility for creating the huge portrait that gazes down on
Tiananmen Square. 

8-29-2019 WHO at the UN would 'Paint' - "Spray Painted Black Clouds
of Diesel in the Traffic Ahead" 

8-29-2019 Sweet Girls paintings in the Anna Sweet Gallery in Key
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West have lungs painted in diesel only a MD painting can 'Picture'. 

8-29-2019 Germans to accept the harsh terms of the Versailles
Treaty. Today Germans accept $4 gas and $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues
blood money from USA and Saudi Arabia. WW III Jewish Exodus to
Sirius and victory over Mecca and Allan was sabotaged by the Germans
greed for Oil Riches. 

8-29-2019 "One of those who opened doors for her was Franklin
Roosevelt, then a young assistant secretary of the Navy. In her
memorable telling, “He listened carefully to my plea. Then he sent for
an admiral, who came in resplendent in white and gold and blue, a
gorgeous creature who made me feel like a drab peahen,” and secured
permission for her work." Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks,
only $7 Trillion. 

8-29-2019 The Remarkable Life of the First Woman on the Harvard
Faculty. Alice Hamilton, an expert on public health, foresaw the rise of
fascism in Germany." By Karenna Gore Alice retiring in 1935. She died
in 1970, at age 101. In part because of Hamilton’s long life, much of it
spent in public, her influence extended through the 20th century. She
was an inspiration to Eleanor Roosevelt, and she conducted her last
industrial study in 1937 under Franklin Roosevelt’s labor secretary,
Frances Perkins. A century has passed since the steamship brought her
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across the Atlantic - Harvard Faculty will sail across the Atlantic
powered by 1 Windmill Turbine Generator on a Carnival Ship holding
5,000 as the Windmill Turbine is cold at -454 C super conductivity.
How today 8-29-2019 we must get the Harvard Faculty to be super
conductive in Powering the 2019 Ford windmillCAR to stop the rise of
"Bone Saw" Prince's from Saudi Arabia, with God is Great murders
every day around the world. Gas that fuels them flows through Harvard
and Yale today and can be turned off by the Harvard Faculty. As Kerry
would say out in the Real World. 

8-29-2019 20 Hospital Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard
Faculty. Pieces of the Tengiz expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships
built for the project. A Windswept Plain, a Sea of Oil and a Mountain
of Money A Chevron-led joint venture among several energy companies
is spending billions of dollars in Kazakhstan to expand an oil field
remarkable for its longevity, promise and risk. Pieces of the Tengiz
expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships built for the project. 20
Hospital Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard Faculty. 

8-29-2019 20,000 SoulCycles ordered by the Harvard Faculty for
Classrooms and Student Center. But as a parent of two children, he
found it difficult to get to spin class. So he created Peloton to bring
SoulCycle’s vibe into people’s homes. Peloton has sold 577,000 of its
bikes and treadmills in five years. None are at Harvard Campus but for
the Gym. Library Treadmills ans Starbucks in the Harvard Libraries
with delivery 24/7. 
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8-29-2019 Peloton has expanded into other areas, including a treadmill
it began selling in 2018 for $3,995. 

8-29-2019 "10,872 New Yorkers to See Their Marijuana Convictions
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Disappear" By AZI PAYBARAH 

8-29-2019 "100,872 in Key West to See Their Sleeping in their Car
Convictions Disappear" By AZI PAYBARAH 

8-29-2019 "Afghan Forces Still Unable to Counter Violence Alone,
Joint Chiefs Chairman Says" By HELENE COOPER Joint Chiefs Chairman
Says a Florida man is accused of shouting at a woman and threatening
her with a running chainsaw... more and more and more is not in the
Universe of the Joint Chiefs Afghan Forces are. Dog walker knifed to
death during random attack in Washington, DC. Not far from the Joint
Chiefs. A college student who was interning in Washington, DC, for the
summer was fatally stabbed in an apparent random attack on Tuesday,
police and reports said. Not far from the Joint Chiefs but light years
from their War Plans. Gen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr. said he was not yet
ready to use terms like “oil money war crimes” when discussing the
future American troop presence in Afghanistan with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR at HQ secured from Headlines. 

8-29-2019 USA Women single and married Still Unable to Counter
Violence Alone. Without any help Joint Chiefs Chairman Says" By
HELENE COOPER Unable to win the Pink war on breast cancer because
of Afghan Forces. 
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8-29-2019 "U.S. Offers Amnesty to Venezuelan Leader, if He Leaves
the Oil Money on Trumps Desk $$$ "By LARA JAKES and ANATOLY
KURMANAEV" 

8-29-2019 Guantánamo Prison Commander Was Fired for Mishandling
Classified Information, the 1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Secret
Files that note Mecca and Allah God is Great would have been bankrupt
in 1980 if not for Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy's greed for $4 gas
on the 4th of July. Misrepresenting Military Service, when the 1980 -
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's would have won the War's in Baghdad and
911 Saudi Arabia. 

8-29-2019 Table of Elements now with their Quarks, muon, Higgs, all
neatly placed on the Table of the Elements with the strong nuclear
force, guon force and of course gravity discovered by AI super
computer putting this Chart together for our Times... Time! 

New Chart of the Elements costing $7 Trillion, will it be worth it? Ask
Los Alamos Manhattan Projects prioritization director. 
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New Chart of the Elements costing $7 Trillion, will it be worth it? Ask
Los Alamos Manhattan Projects prioritization director. 

8-29-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project to discover how to
move a Hurricane out to sea and how to keep a Tornado from touching
the ground and how to keep all lightning cloud to cloud. 
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8-28-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project to discover how to
move a Hurricane out to sea and how to keep a Tornado from touching
the ground and how to keep all lightning cloud to cloud. 

8-28-2019 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues; Fortunes prioritization
dilemmas $$$ 
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8-28-2019 Epstein Accuser Urges Prince Andrew to ‘Come Clean’ on Sex
Allegations. The prince has been accused of witnessing and taking part
in sexual exploitation of young women and girls during his friendship with
Jeffrey Epstein." By PALKO KARASZ 

8-29-2019 CIA Gina has the Epstein-Prince-Trump sex tapes, I hope
she watched them... ha! 

8-28-2019 Bone Saw Prince Accuser's Widows Urges Prince Salman to
‘Come Clean’ Prince Andrew and Prince Harry are no way going to come
clean than Prince Salman. CIA Gina has the sex tapes, I hope she
watched them... ha! 

8-28-2019 Indonesia Confronts, Belatedly, a Huge Oil Spill Near
Jakarta, prioritization dilemmas by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
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8-28-2019 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues; Fortunes prioritization
dilemmas $$$ 

8-28-2019 A Secret Ingredient in Songs of Gravity. Table of Elements
now with their Quarks, muon, Higgs, all neatly placed on the Table of
the Elements. AI from those who want to Discover the ingredient
'Gravity' adds all the 'force fields' to the Table of Elements too. Now
the Table of the Elements is a mess, grin! 

8-28-2019 New "Periodic table of elements" New Elements will be
found in New Galaxies, one by one 12 Trillion Galaxies we will discover
more and more elements for the Chart of the Elements. Cost of this is
$7 Trillion dollars given to a Manhattan Project: "New Universe Table
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of Elements" 

8-28-2019 New Prioritization of the Nobel Winners who discovered a
new Element can be AI programmed into the Super Computers looking at
10's of millions of Galaxies to also discover a New Element. 

8-28-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Projects for the New "Periodic
table of elements" Fortunes prioritization dilemmas as this is the way to
drive to building the Gravity Engine. $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan
Project to find the Gravity Particles! Build the Gravity Engine for
hikers. 
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8-28-2019 I Helped Expose the Lead Crisis in Flint. Here’s What
Other Cities Should Do. By MONA HANNA-ATTISHA 

8-28-2019 Duty at City Hall as some smell Diesel. Gas Leak of Diesel.
You have the power to help your fellow Americans survive on the
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battlefield and carry out military missions without harming civilians.
Duty to report a gas leak even if it smells like Diesel... City Hall USA.
A War Crime! By LUCAS KUNCE NY Times. 

8-28-2019 Marie Curie, who discovered two elements, radium and
polonium, and twice won the Nobel Prize. 

8-28-2019 It Takes a Nobel Prize winner to get City Hall to make
Diesel illegal 1 mile from Schools. As Marie Curie died from radium and
polonium and children did too... 

8-28-2019 City Hall Lawyer Smith will be defending suits against Diesel
like Opium Dens in British China. 

8-28-2019 Other Cities Hell Here's What the NY Times Front Page
Pictures of Key West Should Do, Drunks Ruin their lives and their 'Road
Kill" leaves their Wife's homeless. Get the Lead out!! 1984 Big Brother
is watching but he is not the kind of big brother watching out for you.
Bartenders and Bounders on 100's of Duval Bars should call in the code
violation before its group mug shot for drunken brawling on the
Sheriff's web page. Its Duty Calls. Not Last Call... grin. City officials
last week made it easier for code compliance officers to do their job
and enforce Key West’s code of ordinances. Officers no longer have to
wait until a complaint is received they will be walking the Duval Crawl
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sober looking for Drunks in the Duval Crawl to Drunk to Walk but not
Brawl, Ha. City Hall is Drunk on Oil $$$. Bone Saw Statue was placed
outside City Hall by some sober drunks who just gassed up at Uppy's
Exxon. Diesel Code Violations were shelved in the Elementary Schools.
Their school crossing guards got cancer from all the Diesel Trucks
picking up the children from the Elementary School. 

8-28-2019 In Defense of Sea Gulls: They’re Smart, and They Co-
Parent Besides, if people weren't’t such slobs, gulls would never have
learned about French fries. 

8-28-2019 In Defense of feeing the Cat, the Gull, the black birds...
all code violations in Key West and the State Parks. My Defense is the
Gas Station that Paid for City Hall and refused to paint it 'Pink' as the
Navy needs all the 'Pink Money' and really did bomb the Yale Key West
Medical School in 2011. On 3-4-2011. 

8-28-2019 Gas leak at the Elementary school is Diesel... 

8-28-2019 "Balderdash Virus Killer!" First card can a dog smell a virus.
Next can a virus smell? 
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8-28-2019 Elementary School in Key West needs Treadmill Desks with
Mac Book Pro's too... 

8-28-2019 Boy holds hand of classmate with autism on first day of
school in a Gifted School with iMac and Mac Book Pro's 1 Click Amazon
links to Rx Recipe Cure for Autism. All Trade Secret Recipes by City
Hall USA. Trade Secret Recipes instead of a cure for Autism letting
the kids have these Recipes, sounds like Bill Gates and Win 10.
Software $$$. 

8-28-2019 How Much School Surveillance Is Too Much? 1 Click Amazon
links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Surveillance by School Kids who are
dreaming of the next Miracle Cure for when they are 'Sick,' having to
go to the doctor. Utopia MD Nobel Novel written at the Hemingway
House Writing Class. Key West there is no Hemingway House Writing
Class for Elementary School kids. City Hall killed this writing class for
War! War Hero's. Star Wars in our Times, 1 Nobel Novel for the $7
Trillion dollar Manhattan Project to hear Aliens in the Universe. SETI
had a few dollars and ham radio operators, not the DOD $$$ $7
Trillion to overhear Aliens at the Nearby Stars. 

8-28-2019 School Surveillance for the next Rx Recipe, Rx Perfume,
What’s Killing California’s Sea Otters? House Cats. The state’s beloved
sea mammals have been plagued by the deadly Toxoplasma parasite.
They’re catching it from feral and pet cats. Vet has a list of Rx
Recipes that need to be discovered, so do people. School Surveillance
takes a look at other sports... prioritization dilemmas in Rx Recipes for
Elementary Schools lunch. 
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8-28-2019 Surveillance; $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues over the last 2
decades and none for; Studies over the past two decades established
that rain can wash Toxoplasma from land to sea, where the parasite
accumulates in the kelp forests. Cats acquire the Toxoplasma parasite
by eating infected birds and rats, then pass it to sea mammals.
Wastewater plants don’t reliably kill Toxoplasma, they would if the 1
Trillion Amps and Volts from the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR were used at
the Wastewater Plants USA. A War Crime! 

8-28-2019 Trumps Inventions and Windmills, spin off inventions from
the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR in a Amazon Kindle Book 

8-28-2019 City Hall Code Violations calling Uber. Every Parent’s
Nightmare: A Teenage Girl and an Uber Driver With His Own Plan. The
man picked up the teenager at a Sweet 16 on Long Island and intended
to sexually assault her, prosecutors said, but she escaped to a
McDonald’s. By MICHAEL GOLD 

8-28-2019 Seeking Solutions to Code Violations at the Bar! Law Bar
and Drunks Bar. An attack on a bar in Mexico's Gulf coast city of
Coatzacoalcos killed 23 people and injured 13 late Tuesday. 

8-28-2019 Bone Saw Prince Accuser's Widows Urges Prince Salman to
‘Come Clean’ 
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8-28-2019 Epstein Accuser Urges Prince Andrew to ‘Come Clean’ on Sex
Allegations. The prince has been accused of witnessing and taking part
in sexual exploitation of young women and girls during his friendship with
Jeffrey Epstein." By PALKO KARASZ 

8-28-2019 Bone Saw Prince Accuser's Widows Urges Prince Salman to
‘Come Clean’ Prince Andrew and Prince Harry are no way going to come
clean than Prince Salman. CIA Gina has the sex tapes, I hope she
watched them... ha! 

8-28-2019 Seeking Solutions to the Organ Donor Shortage 

8-28-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Projects she was backpacking
with her husband and two friends in the Alpine Lakes Wilderness area in
the Central Cascades when she died, said her husband, David Kaplan.
Dr. Nelson, 61, had always wanted to take that route up Necklace
Valley and across West Fork Foss River Valley. It was supposed to be a
leisurely trip as opposed to their typical climbing and scrambling. On
Sunday, as the group was crossing a narrow path with loose rock coming
off Iron Cap Mountain, Dr. Nelson lost her footing and fell. She had
died by the time Kaplan reached her, he said. 

8-28-2019 
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8-28-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Projects for the New "Periodic
table of elements" Fortunes prioritization dilemmas as this is the way to
drive to building the Gravity Engine. 

New Chart of the Elements costing $7 Trillion, will it be worth it? Ask
Los Alamos Manhattan Projects prioritization director. 
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11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; 12 Trillion Galaxies Recounted by
today's Editorial in the NY Times. well "The Real Florida Recount
Fraud" the Real War Crimes we can convict the Editors at the NY
Times of in a War Crimes Trial for Oil Men's Greed and Blood Money
paid out in the last few weeks for the assassination in the Turkey
Embassy. Count 12 Trillion Galaxies when you are counting on another
$777 Trillion in oil revenues in 2019. This is the Real Fraud in the NY
Times Editorials. 

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; Trillions of Galaxies and Trillions of
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dollars in Oil Revenues! 

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... CIA
report, personalized one by Gina. 

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... CIA
report, personalized one by Gina. 

The 2006 observations by the Spitzer Space Telescope revealed that
the Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars, more
than twice the number of the Milky Way's estimated 200 to 400 billion
stars 

Hot stars burn brightly in this new image from NASA's Galaxy Evolution
Explorer, showing the ultraviolet side of a familiar face. At
approximately 2.5 million light-years away, the Andromeda galaxy, or
M31, is our Milky Way's largest galactic neighbor. The entire galaxy
spans 260,000 light-years across - a distance so large, it took 11
different image segments stitched together to produce this view of the
galaxy next door. The bands of blue-white making up the galaxy's
striking rings are neighborhoods that harbor hot, young, massive stars.
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Dark blue-grey lanes of cooler dust show up starkly against these
bright rings, tracing the regions where star formation is currently
taking place in dense cloudy cocoons. Eventually, these dusty lanes will
be blown away by strong stellar winds, as the forming stars ignite
nuclear fusion in their cores. Meanwhile, the central orange-white ball
reveals a congregation of cooler, old stars that formed long ago. When
observed in visible light, Andromeda's rings look more like spiral arms.
The ultraviolet view shows that these arms more closely resemble the
ring-like structure previously observed in infrared wavelengths with
NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope. Astronomers using Spitzer
interpreted these rings as evidence that the galaxy was involved in a
direct collision with its neighbor, M32, more than 200 million years ago.
Andromeda is so bright and close to us that it is one of only ten
galaxies that can be spotted from Earth with the naked eye. This view
is two-color composite, where blue represents far-ultraviolet light, and
orange is near-ultraviolet light. 
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1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a
Disney Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa
MD that will save your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors
Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all
your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking Quit Smoking will be
invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down in 2018
invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of
Facebook in 2019 Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle
Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class
Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon links to IP invention projects. iMac on
every Cafe Table in Paris and every Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook
for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key West... 
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
email inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054345276 
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on
Cover to zoon in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42
pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this
picture and save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read
all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along
with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Sirius. All that missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's,
grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks. 
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Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along
with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Sirius. All that missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's,
grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks. 
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019


